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The Fan Club The First Ten Years
by Maureen Bowden
(Aided and abetted by Jackie Clark and Clare Mehmet-Nugent
– with a little bit of help from Chris Eley)
The Sound of Fury ten years on –
it feels just Like They’ve Never Been Gone
In October 1996, at the Mill Hill reunion, six of us got together to discuss forming
a fan club for Billy. We were Jackie Clark, Chris Eley, Mick Hill, Clare MehmetNugent, Jean Prosser, and myself, Maureen Bowden. The Sound of Fury was
born. On the same day Lynda and Pete Keller revealed their crazy dream to have
a bronze statue of Billy erected on the Liverpool waterfront. We agreed to support them. The world needs crazy people or we’d all still be living in caves! We
subsequently gave the commission for the Bronze to Liverpool sculptor Tom
Murphy.
The first fan club mag was issued in the spring
of 1997. One of the articles was about the star
named after Billy. This had been organised by
Jackie through the University Star Listing
Scheme. We all agreed it was a fitting tribute to
our own star.
Joe Boyle’s stage musical, also called “The
Sound of Fury”, began its second run in 1997.
The fan club gave full support to the show and
its popularity brought us several new members. Chris’s profile on Billy, ‘Halfway to ParaMo Bowden
dise’, produced to support Albie Wycherley’s
appearance at the Montrose Club, was included in the programme. Chris was
miffed at the non-inclusion of a credit in the first 60,000 programmes in the first
run of the show and with Albie’s help got this, quite correctly, rectified for other
theatre runs. Peter Keller scrounged the huge rubber Billy banners from the theatre to raise money for the forthcoming Bronze statue project. It was this show that
gave Peter and Linda their innovative idea. ‘The same year saw the emergence of
“The Billy Fury Experience” starring Colin Gold and Fury’s Tornados who joined
the club and came regularly to Mill Hill reunions. The show began its run at the
Beck Theatre, Hayes. This was the last actual theatre at which Billy played and a
commemorative plaque to him has been placed in the foyer. Clare, Chris and
Linda (Chris’s partner) and several fan club members turned up for the first
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night. That was the start of a lasting friendship between the club and the show
which shows no sign of abating.
The second mag contained the first of many articles from Moya Gleave who runs
Billy’s fan club in New Zealand. There was a close association between the two
clubs during the Bronze Project. The second mag also contained a letter of encouragement from DJ Frankie Connor who has supported the club and several Billy
events over the years. When Frankie’s ninety he’ll still be playing My Christmas
Prayer every December on Radio Merseyside.
The third mag included “The Billy Heritage Trail”, a list I put together of locations in Liverpool connected with Billy and directions to them. It was taken up by
an enterprising Liverpudlian, Phil Hughes, who started running a tour bus
around the locations. He may still be doing it
for all I know.
In December 1997 Ian and Sheila Alexander
held a Billy weekend at their Blackpool Hotel,
The Allendale, in support of the Bronze Fund.
This became an annual event. It provided great
entertainment, wonderful food – courtesy of
Sheila – and it made a considerable sum of
money which enabled the first bronze miniature
to be cast. Thanks to the Allendale and the
small but dedicated band of fans who attended,
we were really on the way. Ian and Sheila continued with their support in various ways until
Jean Prosser
the end.
In May 1998 fan club member Nalle Westman from Finland started a Billy website with considerable input by Chris and myself. It won a Legacy Choice Award
for excellence but regrettably for some reason Nalle seemed to drop from sight
after meeting up with some of the syndicate at Mill Hill! We hope that he is all
right. Not too long afterwards, fan club member Harry Whitehouse, who’s also
been the mastermind behind many Billy events, started another website which
was, and still is, even better. The club was now firmly established in the age of
technology. Love it or hate it, the net is here to stay, although we still currently
place our emphasis on printed matter rather than electronic!
In 1998 we first heard from Cy and Irene Moy who worked tirelessly raising
money for the Bronze and for charity through their “Fun Dance” events and kept
us happy with a constant supply of choccy bars at Mill Hill. (Cy had associations
with Cadbury’s).
The Penny Lane Festival was held in Liverpool in June 1998. Our fan club stall
was the most popular attraction of the day and Paul Neon’s tribute to Billy was
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the most successful performance of the evening. Fan club member Paul Pierrot
turned up with a camera crew and shot some footage for his forthcoming TV documentary about Billy. Jackie, Clare and I were invited to Tom Murphy’s home to
see the clay miniature of the Bronze. Chris and Linda slaved on the merchandise
stall!
Paul’s “Omnibus” documentary was televised the following October. I reviewed
it in the mag and Paul wrote an interesting and informative article about the making of the programme. He obtained a supply of videos to be sold through the
club, and has supported us ever since.
Thanks to Chris’s negotiations the wonderful 40th Anniversary Anthology CD
was issued in November 1998. Chris compiled it (with Jean Prosser helping with
track timings) but was not allowed to say so in the booklet!. He wrote the liner
notes and, of course, he gave the club a mention.
In February 1999 a Billy Weekend was held at the Carousel Hotel in Blackpool.
The fan club co-operated closely with the proprietors Diane Wardle and her mother Mrs
Roth. It became an annual, and later a twice
yearly event. It is fair to say that without that
venue and the support of all of the artists and
fans attending we would not have found the
bulk of the money needed for the bronze. The
sight of Chris and Linda lugging merchandise
around the hotel floors and being behind the
stands became a familiar sight, and at Mill Hill
and the Ace Café towards the end of the Bronze
time. Chris’s main function was to raffle, provide prizes, auction (just about anything) and
Clare Mehmet-Nugent
make presentations to those who helped raise
the money. Great entertainment came courtesy primarily from Colin Paul and the
Persuaders, with Albie Wycherley and all of it underpinned by cheeky chappy
Neil Hiley. Many other fine artists, both Billy and Buddy Holly tributes etc also
helped create a great weekend every time. Danny Rivers usually attended and
gave wonderful powerful performances, once reducing the emotional Neil Hiley
to tears!
At the Mill Hill reunion in January 1999 the bikers from the Ace Café did a “Ride
past” at Billy’s grave to show their respect. This has become a regular custom.
Also in 1999 Clare manned a fan club stall at the Brighton Millennium Festival
and Jackie climbed 3000 feet up Ben Nevis to raise sponsorship donations for the
Bronze. What did I say about crazy people?
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The Millennium dawned (as Robbie Williams reminded us), and limited edition
maquettes of the Bronze went on sale through the club. We were going from
strength to strength but this turned out to be a very sad year. Fan club member
Kath Jamieson, who had been an active fundraiser for the Bronze, passed away
very suddenly. We were also devastated to learn that Mick was suffering from
cancer. He was unable to continue editing the mag so our treasurer Jean and her
husband Mike took it on.
In 2001 the Birkenhead Essoldo, where Billy’s career began, was demolished. Fan
club members Fay and John Slater and Lyn and Mike Quinn grabbed some of the
bricks, painted them a gold colour and sold them for the Bronze Fund. The recycled Essoldo lives on.
We had another sad loss, when Terry Jones, proprietor of
“Spinning Disc” and a stalwart fan club supporter, died
suddenly. His widow, Chris, continued to be a great supporter of the Bronze Project, especially through the Ace
Café. Then, the most shattering news of all, on 5th July
our dear Mick passed away. We all have very fond memories of him and we miss him greatly. Jackie recounts
how he would greet her by shouting “Have you been behaving?” in the middle of a crowded bus on the way to
Mill Hill. That’s how we remember him best. Smiling,
joking and making us laugh. Rock on Mick!
In September 2001 Jackie took part in the “Great North
Mick Hill
Run” for the Bronze Fund and the RNLI. In October I visited Tom Murphy’s studio to see the completed clay model of Billy’s statue and to give Tom the club’s
authority to proceed with the casting of the mould. Prior to this Chris and others
had already been and commented on the original which, unlike the maquettes,
did not seem to capture Billy’s striking handsomeness. Tom, in consultation with
Chris, decided to use the Play it Cool footage and photos as a guide, despite being
a little more recent than the figure itself was intended to be, in order to capture
Billy’s looks. Chris still feels that Billy’s head is too full in the face from the front
view at a distance but is sensational from close up and from all other angles, especially the side. The media took an active interest and it was well reported. Also in
October the Ace Café with the support of the fan club, organised a Billy night.
This became an annual event, joining the main Blackpool venue as a fundraising
mainstay.
In 2002 Bob Paskins, a member of Billy’s Seventies backing group “The New Tornados”, wrote an article for the mag. Bob became a regular at Mill Hill where he
and Rob Dee entertain us with medleys of Billy’s songs. On one notable occasion
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they were joined by Danny Rivers and by fan club member Pete Basnett who
gave us his party piece Nobody’s Child. Oh what talent we have in our midst!
Bob contributed a significant sum to the Bronze Fund and helped us towards our
goal, at a time when we were very conscious of the pressures to complete on time.
We were very sad to learn that Billy’s friend and one time Road Manager Hal
Carter was suffering from cancer. In 2002 he underwent surgery. Hal had given
us his constant support over the years and he had become a good friend to many
of us. He was a mine of information on Billy, perhaps the most knowledgable of
all on that score over the years and the tales he would tell more often than not
had us in stitches. Hal was upbeat about it all and we all hoped he was right to be
so.
Thanks to the generosity of the Museum of Liverpool Life in finding a home for
Billy and for funding the expensive weight bearing plinth, we were able, with a
final push, to achieve our objective at last. On the 18th April 2003 Peter Keller and
Chris were at the statue early for a brief bit on local radio and, together with
Jackie and the Museum staff, a discussion on how the main day should be run.
Chris jokingly said that if the numbers expected were exceeded there should be
two unveilings or a large screen for those who could not get in. The latter was
unachievable in the time and the former was more prescient than Chris knew. On
that day also many of us witnessed a brief unofficial unveiling. Unlike the actual day the sun was
unusually hot and when it reflected off on the
statue it was an awesome and highly emotional
sight, and one we will always remember. On 19th
April 2003 the Bronze was unveiled (twice, to accommodate the large crowd) in the courtyard of
the Museum of Liverpool Life in Liverpool’s Albert Dock complex. We’d done it! Jack Good gave
a wonderfully funny and very moving speech and
he charmed us all, especially Jackie who, along
with Chris and Linda, had lunch with him before
Chris Eley
the unveiling. Chris, Linda and Jackie had the task
(and honour) of keeping Jack and his friend company and dispelling any nerves
prior to the big event. Of course, without Harry Whitehouse and Vince Eager,
there would have been no Jack, and very likely, no kudos for Billy, emphasising,
as Jack was able to by his presence, Billy’s stature in the history of popular music.
For months, after discovering that Sir Paul McCartney (being, together with Eden
Kane, apparently the only contemporary artist to actually donate) was not going
to unveil the statue, (for some reason there was an expectation in some quarters
that he might) Chris had been attempting, with Harry’s help, to find someone of
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sufficient show business stature and connection with Billy. Sir Cliff Richard (who
had sent us a good luck message for the project!) and several others were unavailable and the likelihood of finding a suitable celebrity to assist the local dignitary
arranged by the museum, was looking grim until Jack was discovered. Jack and
Chris had quite a conversation about Billy, the making of the Sound of Fury album and the days of rock ‘n’ roll on TV. Jack loved Billy and rock ‘n’ roll but
could not share Chris’s enthusiasm for Billy’s ‘pop’ output, hence the two different viewpoints expressed in Jack and Chris’s speeches on the day. Jack was escorted to the Albert Dock by bikers and loved every minute of it. Chris and Linda,
travelling with him, experienced one of the most exhilarating times of their lives.
The rest of the syndicate were already at the museum in ‘meet and greet’ mode.
Billy’s mum Jean and his brother Albert were guests of honour, fans came from
far and wide, show biz personalities, including Tommy Bruce (who had given freely of
his time to perform for the Bronze Fund),
turned up and we received TV, radio and
press coverage. Along with the others I got to
say a few words about Billy. Later in the day
Chris presented Lynda and Pete Keller with a
lovely framed photo of Billy in acknowledgement of the tremendous efforts they’d made
to achieve their dream. Their work in the closing stages, including liaison with the museum, City Council, Phil Young associates and
others who were so helpful, was invaluable.
Several others including Jack Good, the
Jackie Clark
museum, Tom Murphy of course, were also presented with a framed picture. It
was a memorable day. Prior to the day the fan club and the museum had received
several expressions of dismay from fans who thought they could not get in, and
others who felt strongly about Billy being ‘In a Museum’. We were sorry that they
felt this way but the reality was that outside of the compound Billy would not
have been secure, that without this location being proffered we would never have
found anywhere to tie in with the all important anniversary, and that some big
business ideas never materialised, leaving us short of options. Add to that the immense strain we five were under with this massive responsibility, some internal
problems, and primarily the undue pressure from various sources being applied
from outside of the syndicate, and we knew that we just had to complete on time.
Also, we knew then as now (and as we have continually explained) that it was a
temporary location. We learned early on that we could never please all of the peo9

ple all of the time, and we have been fortunate over the years to please sufficient
numbers of fans for most of the time. We wish it could have been otherwise but
even families fall out, and the Billy family is no exception. We do hope though,
that all of that sort of thing is now well in the past.
That evening some members attended the celebratory concert headlined by
Albie Wycherley in honour of his brother. Albie was so evidently unwell and yet
he managed to deliver his set.
In 2003 the twice yearly Blackpool weekends moved from the Carousel to the
Metropole Hotel. The year also marked the end of an era when Clare, Jean and I
resigned from the fan club syndicate. Peter Davies, Cecilia and Ken Darvell, Jenny
Warwick and Vic England, some of whom had long been very active fan club
members, joined Chris and Jackie to form a new Sound of Fury Team.
In September 2003 a Heritage Foundation Blue Plaque was unveiled at the house
where Billy with his long-time partner, Lisa Voice, had lived in St John’s Wood.
Many fan club members were
present at the unveiling and the
following function, as was Hal,
still frail but apparently recovering from his operation. In October
at the Ace Café, Chris presented
Clare and I with framed photos of
Billy as a thank you for our time
on the fan club syndicate.
Early in 2004 the fan club team
presented Billy’s mum with a
bronze maquette of the statue.
Later in the year they presented
one to Lisa Voice who had been
Billy’s long-term partner and who
is the major controller of the Billy
Fury Estate. The intention had been to present them on roughly the same dates
and times but unfortunately Hal, who was a prime mover behind the idea, was
too ill for the Lisa presentation to take place. The presentations, like the proffered
honorary appointments, were done for the best of reasons, but together with
other factors unfortunately led to a deeper schism than ever before between the
Sound of Fury and Billy’s family. Chris admits that he handled it badly and has
apologised to Billy’s Mum, but he had been placed back then, in what seemed to
be at the time, a no-win situation.
Regrettably, prior to the above situation developing, on 13th July 2004 Hal died. It
had been a privilege and a pleasure to know him. He supported and stood up for
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us in everything we tried to do to keep Billy’s memory alive, welcomed us into
his home and entertained us with hilarious anecdotes about Billy and the many
other artists with whom he had worked. He was a great character and a good
friend, who was trying at the time of his death to be a peacemaker in the long
term and widely known unfortunate situation which existed between Billy’s family and Billy’s Lisa. Chris and some other members attended Hal’s funeral, which
was very up beat and in parts downright amusing. That was Hal all over.
On 18th September 2004 a memorial Mass for Hal was celebrated in Kirkby near
Liverpool. The Kellers represented the fan club. Jean and Albert Wycherley also
attended. On 11th July 2005 there was a tribute show for Hal at the London Palladium. Fan club members who were there reported that it was a wonderful
evening and a demonstration of the respect and affection in which Hal was held.
Further changes were made to the fan club team in 2005. Jenny and Vic, unhappy
with the direction the club was taking and what had occurred over the statues
and honorary appointments left, and Jen
Davies, Peter’s wife joined. Also in 2005
Spencer Leigh’s biography of Billy
“Wondrous Face” was published. Spencer
donated a copy to the fan club raffle at Mill
Hill.
In November 2005 the organisers of
“Yesterday Once More”, an annual Sixties
weekend in Somerset, agreed, following
pressure from Cecilia and Ken, to include a
Billy Tribute band. They chose fan club
member Colin Paul and his band, the Persuaders. They were so popular that they
were booked again for the following year.
This is an opportune time to say that without the efforts of the many bands and acts
Bronze maquette
mentioned so often in our magazines, there
would have been no Bronze statue and, or, Billy’s legacy would not have anything like as high a profile. The same of course goes for Harry Whitehouse’s excellent website.
In 2006 Chris obtained Lisa’s authority to have the photos on Billy’s headstone
replaced and this has now been done. Lisa owns the grave.
During our time on the syndicate Clare, her husband Arif and their friends
Dennis and Doreen Chappel enveloped, stamped and addressed the mags from
what she called “The Engine Room”. The guy from the post office who collected
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them told her “It’s an honour to do so in the name of the late, great Billy Fury”.
She gave him a copy of the mag and he went away a happy man. I drafted the
Christmas newsletter; Jean typed it, prettied it up and sent the lot back to me to
envelope, stamp and post. I enlisted the help of my foster daughter Becki. She became the best stamp-sticker-onner in North Wales.
Over the years since the club was formed Jackie has kept in touch with radio stations throughout the UK reminding them of anniversaries, informing them of
Billy events and encouraging them to play his music. We all undertook radio and
press interviews and Clare, I and Chris replied to many hundreds of letters from
fans, some requiring a lot of research. You’d be amazed at the questions some
people ask! Chris has sent out dozens of tapes, photos, CDs, videos etc and his research, photos, and other
stuff from his personal collection has helped to sustain
the magazine from the beginning. He never did get
around to writing the Billy
Fury Story as such in it
though! It was hard work
but it was great fun. Jean
Prosser sent out hundreds of
letters trying to elicit support
for the bronze project, as did
the Kellers of course, and
some others of us. Jean of
course kept us all on course
(and Chris on a tight rein with expenditure), working hard to balance the books of
the SOF and the Bronze Fund. We supported Billy’s Mum in her tireless charity
and Bronze efforts over all the years, and Albie in his efforts for the Bronze and
his shows, and indeed anyone that we could get to, bearing in mind not all of us
had the ability to use a set of wheels to get there.
I’ve mentioned a lot of people in this article whose help has been invaluable.
There are many more who’s untiring support and friendship has kept us going
through the years. We couldn’t have done it without them. I’d like to personally
say a very big thank you to Rita Smalley, Debbie Miller, Linda Shawley, Mary
Burton, Kelly Warner, Lolly Whitaker, Pat Young, Frank Bull, Di and Ann Vickers, Pauline Barker and Marion Cave. I know there are many more of you and I’m
sorry I couldn’t mention you all but we really appreciate your help. I am sure that
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Chris would have a long list of his own were this to be more his take on the SOF
story.
I’ve also mentioned DJs, writers and broadcasters who’ve helped us to keep
Billy’s memory alive. I’d like to add to the list DJ Neil Hiley, Impresario Jim
Brady and artists and musicians Allan Austin and KRYS, Rob Dee, Peter Williams, Mark Williams of the Ace Cafe, Bill Forbes, Johnny Red and Brian Lee. We
still support the International League for Protection of Horses through Johnny;
not just because of Billy’s connection with horses but because Johnny is such a
nice guy and great rock ‘n’ roll artist. If there’s anyone we have forgotten please
forgive us.
So, we come to the end of the first ten years. This is Billy’s club and it’s your club.
Long may it continue.
Footnote by Chris Eley
I had written a lengthy footnote to the story but have decided not to include it,
deeming it not right at this time to rake over old hurts. Suffice it to say that the
above account, whilst as truthful as memory can make it, does not reveal the dark
side of the Sound of Fury story. It has been, as well as an enjoyable and memorable time, a grim and highly debilitating struggle at times. Let us just say, it’s time
to draw a line, call it all water under the bridge, and hope that others can do the
same – for Billy’s sake (and all of ours too).

Billy circa 1960 © Decca Record Co Ltd
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A SPECIAL DAY AT MILL HILL
by Peter Davies
The Sound of Fury members and friends met again at Billy’s grave on Sunday 28th
January 2007 at 1.00 p.m. The turnout was excellent with people having travelled
from far and wide on the special occasion of Billy’s anniversary and ongoing celebration of ten years of The Sound of Fury organisation.
Once again it was a super day for weather and although cool, it wasn’t raining.
Billy’s grave looked superb with lots of flowers and plants and the old photographs have now been replaced with new fresh looking photos on each side of
the top of the headstone. The significance of the day was not lost on the gathering
with it being twenty four years to the day since Billy’s sad passing.
Refreshingly many members were attending for the first time as well as celebrities, non-members, young members and guests. One couple were attending on
their forty second wedding anniversary – for them it was a day to remember but
more of that later.
The gathering moved down to the Church Hall which was soon transformed into
a hive of buzzing activity with Billy music, merchandise, photographs and memorabilia. It was calculated that approximately one hundred people attended and
everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves.
The Sound of Fury team leader, Chris Eley spoke at some length of the sadness of
the day but at the same time extended a warm welcome and thanks to all present.
In particular he made mention of the kitchen lady, Mary Burton, who unfortunately could not be there
due to an operation and
Chris wished her well on
behalf of everyone. Chris
also thanked current and
past team members. He
made a specific mention
of Vic England from “In
Thoughts of You” and
also made a warm welcome to Colin Paul and
Danny Heaney, as well
as welcoming Oliver and
Joey from the next generation of Billy fans.
Rob, Chris, Sera-Lee and Colin
The usual merchandise
stalls operated and we also had the raffle and then an auction of two framed Billy
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photographs which raised £70 for the International League for Protection of
Horses (ILPH). Billy raised and evidently loved his horses, which is why we do it.
The former Sound of Fury secretary Clare Mehmet-Nugent said a few words of
thanks to all of The Sound of Fury team and thanked Chris in particular for all of
his hard work over the years. She then spoke of Billy’s funeral which she attended along with one other member in the room, Marion Cave. Clare said that
the flowers were beautiful and so was the service. Marty Wilde and family and
Helen Shapiro were in the congregation and she was fortunate to sit just behind
them. She continued by saying that she met Billy through TV producer Johnny
Hamp who used to be her next door neighbour. Clare closed by saying that she
was really pleased to be here and also thanked everyone for keeping Billy’s memory and music alive.
At this stage Linda, Chris Eley’s partner, sprung a surprise on him. She had commissioned a unique portrait of Billy and Chris together in recognition of all the
hard work that Chris had put in over the years. The presentation was made by
Rob Dee on behalf of The Sound of Fury. Linda was aided and abetted by Rob,
Chris and Pat Young.
Next it was time for some live music. Rob Dee had brought along some backing
tracks and we were expertly treated to Billy’s Do You Really Love Me Too and I Will
along with Elvis’s Lover Doll from King Creole. At this point Rob broke off to introduce Colin Paul who said that he had always intended to visit Billy’s grave
and attend the meeting, but with continual touring and on the road it was difficult to do so. He said that he had travelled down from a gig in Clitheroe in the
morning but he was really pleased to be here and was really glad that he had
come.
Colin sang three Billy songs Forget Him,
Lady and In Thoughts of You. All were
very much appreciated and superbly
presented by one of the foremost singers
on the circuit.
Before continuing Rob Dee wished Colin
all of the best for his forthcoming marriage before continuing with further
Billy songs Sleepless Nights, Magic Eyes,
All My Hopes and It’s Only Make Believe.
He then introduced Daniel Heaney who
gave us a lilting performance of Well I
Ask You to appreciative applause. Chris
Eley was dragged screaming and kickColin Paul performing
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ing to the front and gave us a rendition of Someone Elses’s Girl complete with hand
movements! Rob Dee finally closed the show with three further Billy songs Cross
my Heart, Gonna type a Letter and Halfway to Paradise.
Many thanks are due to Rob, Colin and Daniel for the superb entertainment and
Rob’s backing tracks which gave us an excellent ‘concert’ much appreciated by all
of those present.
You will remember that earlier on I mentioned a couple celebrating their 42nd
wedding anniversary. They only came along with some friends to the grave and
didn’t know about the Church Hall until invited back. Rob Dee made a special
announcement and invited them to have a little dance. So they had a superb day
and certainly a day everyone with remember for some time to come.
The next gathering is at 1 p.m. on Sunday 15th April 2007 – hope to see as many
there as possible. All are welcome!

Letters Page
Email received from Keith Skues DJ regarding a programme he has put together
about Billy to be broadcast on Radio Norfolk. Keith once interviewed Billy and is
a big fan.

Subject: Re: Billy Fury
Date: Sat, 3 Feb 2007 13:20:03 EST
Hi Jackie,
Thanks for your email. Good to hear from you.
Regarding the forthcoming 2-hour documentary I am aiming for 15th and 22nd
April, to straddle what would have been his birthday on 17th April.
The BBC in Norfolk are talking about changing programmes around in April. I
just hope mine won't be altered. If they do, I hope I will be given plenty of
notice.
Kind regards,
Keith Skues
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The ‘Billy’ Album Reviewed
by Richard Furnell
Released in May 1963, to me this album gives us Billy at his best. There is a really
good mix of songs here, whether you lean more towards Billy singing pop, R&B
or middle of the road, it’s all here and more, and it’s done brilliantly. Added to
that of course we have the unforgettable Like I’ve Never Been Gone, which should
have been a number one. Let’s have a look at the songs.
We Were Meant for Each Other
Billy makes a very good job of this great track, putting in those trademark depthy
lines, in just the right places. I loved this track the first time I heard it a few years
ago now, and I still feel the same. It always seems new to me every time I hear it.
Should have been a single release and is very popular with the more romantic
‘Billy couples’.
How Many Nights, How Many Days
This one could also definitely have been a single release, a Top Ten song if ever I
heard one. Sung with real style by Billy, you know I often wonder if some of his
other great songs had been released as singles, surely he would have achieved at
least one number one as we all know he deserved several times over. A punchy,
strong number, among his best.
Willow Weep for Me
Although not the best track on the album, Billy is still able to show his voice and
style could turn quite an ordinary song into a nice little tune. Some nice vocal
touches and a demonstration of Billy’s ability to diversify. Quite bluesy really.
Bumble Bee
I like this, a well sung version of Lavern Baker’s stunning original. Although you
can’t really compare the two, I think Billy sounds like he really enjoyed doing this
one. Also done well by the Searchers. The backing should be punchier and with
more guitar work on Billy’s version, akin to the great original.
She Cried
A brilliant song, one of the best of the early sixties and a big hit for Jay and the
Americans, on the other side of the Atlantic in 1962. Jay Traynor has a really great
voice, his roots are in Doo-wop and can be heard singing lead on several of the
Mystics sides. My favourites are Over the Rainbow and Blue Star. Billy obviously
really liked this song because he put in a really solid performance. His unique vocals laden with pathos, make this a real weepie! Also done well by PJ Proby.
Let Me Know
This was originally done by a guy called Jon Hendricks. I don’t know his version
and for me it isn’t the best song of all time, but once again Billy gives it the treat17

ment and makes it enjoyable. If anyone has the Hendricks’ version I would be
grateful of a copy please, via the SOF address.
Chapel on the Hill
This was written by Geoff Goddard who of course wrote classic numbers in the sixties, for the likes of John Leyton among others. I know of a few people who are not
overly keen on Billy singing this song, but I disagree. I think he does it well, I love it
when he puts in that raspy sounding line “But in the heaven on the hillside”. The
song has a country feel to it and I think Billy could have turned out a good country
album. Listen to the Radio Luxembourg CD for proof of that.
Like I’ve Never Been Gone
What can I say that hasn’t already been said about this song, without doubt one of
Billy’s best ever recordings. You may remember Chris Eley’s excellent in depth interview with the originator of this song, Chase Webster from a few magazines ago.
If you haven’t heard Chases’s version, it is well worth tracking it down. Whilst it is
very good, I have to say I’m afraid it’s not as good as Billy’s. A favourite of most
fans and once hailed, on the sleeve notes for this LP, as being the finest disc Billy
had recorded. Possibly true today.
A Million Miles from Nowhere
This one was done originally by Brook Benton in 1958 and very good, it is too, with
his rich brown voice. There is also a nice doo-wop version done by the Echoes in
1963. I think this is one of the best tracks on the album, Billy just sounds so good
and despite the excellence of the original seems to make it his own. Both are superb
versions and need to be heard. Comparison is fatuous in this case.
I’ll Show You
I love this, it is in my Top Ten Billy songs of all time, because Billy is pure emotion
on legs on this one. Maybe I am a bit biased but I would have liked to see this as a
single. Colin Paul does a great recorded version of this, hope he releases it.
Our Day Will Come
This song originally hit the British Charts in March 1963 reaching No. 38 for Ruby
and the Romantics. Not long after that we saw it on the Billy LP so he obviously
thought he could do a good job with it, and although not, shall we say, the strongest song on the album it’s not at all bad.
All My Hopes
Another good vocal performance, and although it is relatively short at one minute
41 seconds Billy squeezes every second out of it. A very ‘hopeful’, upbeat song for a
change from the King of pathos. Great stuff, I love it. Rob Dee does this one a lot.
One Step from Heaven
Originally recorded by the white doo-wop group the Concordes in 1962, you may
remember in my Billy and the Doo-wop Connection piece a few magazines ago that
I told you they had also done the original version of Cross My Heart. One Step from
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Heaven isn’t a particularly strong song, but it is a nice enough album track, done
pretty well by a certain swinging Mr Ron Wycherley. Love the vocal touch on the
words “From Heaven”.
One Kiss
Co-written and sung by
the late great Eddie Cochran, actually I think
Billy does it better. There
are in my opinion a few
similarities in the two
versions, and of course
Billy and Eddie were
good friends. Maybe
Billy was thinking of his
friend who was tragically killed in a car accident at age 21 in 1960
when he sang this one.
Again, not the best track
on the album.
Hard Times (no one knows
better than I)
I think any Ray Charles song is hard to better to be totally honest, and Billy would
go along with that. Billy was a big fan of Ray’s, trying several of his songs and it is
an almost casual but solid effort from Billy. I know Chris Eley favours it a lot and
thinks Billy’s version is the best. This is one Charles classic done by Billy, that
Bobby Darin did not cover. I wonder what Billy thought of the superb Bobby
Darin – quite a lot I imagine.
Here I am Broken Hearted
This was done by one of Billy’s favourites, Johnny Ray in 1952, but originally came
from the broadway show Artists and Models. I think Billy ended this wonderful
album well, and in rousing fashion. It is a good version, certainly my favourite.
To sum up the Billy Album, it is not only (in my view) his best album but his best
selling as well and I’m sure Billy was very proud of it. If you don’t own a copy of
it on either vinyl or CD, (the one with 2 LPs on 1 disc We Want Billy/Billy) then
you are missing out. An essential slice of Billy and popular music history, even if
some dyed in the wood rock ‘n’ roll purists would not agree. Billy at his most versatile and professional, from possibly his finest year.
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MY MEMORIES OF BILLY FURY
by Ann Avery
My first memories of Billy were around 1961–62 and I was about 14 years old.
Most girls at school were either fans of Cliff or Elvis, but not me, as soon as I
heard the voice of Billy Fury I was hooked and when I saw him on the television, I loved him and I still do. My friend Leta was soon converted and also became a Billy fan.
The first Billy record I owned was bought for me by my dad. I’ll never forget
the day he came home from town with a new dansette record player for us – it
was green and cream and he brought five records, including I Remember You
for my mum. She was a Frank Ifield fan. There was Elvis’s, She’s Not You,
Peppermint Twist, You Don’t Know Me (Ray Charles) and Once Upon a Dream for
me. We were all thrilled and my sister and I used to play those records over
and over again.
This started my collection of Billy records and because we were still at school
we only had our pocket money so Leta and I took it in turns to buy Billy’s releases. I remember Leta bought Because of Love and I bought Like I’ve Never Been
Gone. This we did for a while until we left school then we both bought everything we could. I was so lucky to have actually seen Billy perform three times
and I can still remember each time very clearly. One show saw Billy top of the
bill (who else) with the Pretty Things on the same bill (strange billing). I was in
the front row and the first three or four rows were all Billy fans, with Pretty
Things fans behind us. Of course we couldn’t wait for Billy to come on so we
were all chanting we want Billy etc etc. We were warned to be quiet or else, so
we did as we were told and waited for Billy and was he worth waiting for!
Another show saw Billy appearing with Joe Brown and Daryl Quist, the Canadian Parnes protegé. At this show I was very nearly removed – I was one of
those girls who just screamed and screamed. I was so excited I tried to get on
the stage. I just wanted to get to Billy and in the end my friends actually tied
me to my seat with our scarves so I could not move. This was the effect Billy
had on me and lots of others like me. The third and last time I saw Billy I was a
little older and I went with my boyfriend so I did behave a little better I believe. I remember he had a new camera and took loads of pictures that night,
but I never got to see them as we split up just after. The day Billy died, I will
never forget it. I was at school collecting my youngest daughter and my Nan
was with me. My sister pulled up in her car and just said “Get in, I have something to tell you”. She had heard about Billy on the news and she didn’t want
me to find out that way .... every one knew how I felt about Billy.
I was devastated it was like losing a lifelong friend. For a while after, wherever
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I went people would say sorry to hear about Billy Fury, even though most of
them never really knew much about him, they just knew how I felt about him. I
knew one day I would visit Billy‘s grave and I did many years later.......which I
have twice. Things moved on, my children grew up and left home and I got divorced. Then I met the love of my life Pete, who is also a great Billy fan! One of
the many things we have in common. We have now been married 10 years and
at least once a week we have a sixties music night where we listen to our CDs,
and of course always include Billy.
Two years ago we went to the Billy weekend at Blackpool, and last year we went
to Liverpool and saw Billy’s statue. We shall always remember and enjoy Billy
Fury.
Thanks Ann – just the kind of memories we need for the magazine! – Cecilia

Billy circa 1963
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THIS ‘N’ THAT
with Chris Eley
It’s been a while since I wrote my column in the magazine. A lot of water has
gone under the bridge in 10 years – much loss and pain, many trials, some triumphs too, even since my last column. Twenty four years after Billy’s passing
and the CD releases and magazines still come. By the time you read this magazine there should be the first Billy DVD available, from Odeon Video (delayed at
time of going to press). Working with us at the SOF they have struggled to locate
performance clips, perhaps the most difficult part of the process. Some master
tapes of TV shows are apparently missing, and blanks have been drawn despite
the information provided. I directed Odeon to finding a Billy Cotton Band Show,
but when the tape was played, no Billy. As I write the search is extending and I
do hope we are successful in the end, with that show. What a pity that the Thank
Your Lucky Stars was allegedly deleted, what a record of some of Billy’s finest
moments we would now have. Every effort is being made, as I write, to locate the
‘Unforgettables’ also. They were recorded on 24th and 25th January and broadcast
on February 3rd, but even so, locating them has been difficult. We especially want
to find Like I’ve Never Been Gone and I’d Never Find Another You.
We all know what we want but the other problem is funding it because whole
clips can cost many thousands to show in their entirety. Realistically any DVD
will only shift a few thousand copies, probably in line with CD releases. The Anthology had moved 16,000 copies in the first year and will be around 20,000 by
now, perhaps even 30,000. All this is peanuts in real sales terms (although excellent for any retro artist!) Anyway, any company can only afford to outlay so
much. I had hoped, four years ago or so, that financial help with such projects
might be forthcoming with the moves that the SOF made, but so far this has not
been the case as regards releases. Ordering details are elsewhere in the magazine.
On December 2nd we went to see the Billy Fury Story at Worthing. Regrettably
Charlie Elston will no longer be appearing at gigs which are too far from the
North East, and his presence was much missed. The footage of the band, showing
Charlie playing, helped to make up the shortfall and the show was, as usual, excellent.
A departure from usual was a stunning full screen colour shot of Lisa introducing
the show. There is more footage throughout of the band during the 1970s and of
course, of Billy. Turning ‘I’ve Gotta Horse’ numbers into silent black and white
film really brings out Billy’s features and it looks atmospheric and stunning.
Chris Raynor’s tribute song to Billy is still one of the highlights of the show – a
lovely number. The boys are all really nice guys and that’s one of the main rea22

sons we still go after all of these years; and of course to support ‘Billy’ and see
any changes in the show. They are celebrating their 10th Anniversary year also, no
mean achievement. Touring and performing as they do gets more rigorous as
they get older and it’s no picnic what they do. I take my hat off to them all. A nice
programme too, although the spelling of Johnnie Rae needs to be corrected in the
Billy biography, also reference to Billy being on 6-5 Special needs taking out of
the voiceover. Please continue to support this fine show – it does so much for
Billy’s legacy.
I wonder what Billy would have thought about Nappy Brown’s Little by Little being used for a TV advert for Actimel. ‘Hey Lah, that’s Nappy Brown, ace!’ might
have been his comment. He liked Nappy and his mum Jean has recalled being
asked to pop out and pick up one of Nappy’s records for Billy.
Linda was reading a book the other day, a novel, in which Billy was mentioned.
Seeing as to how great an effect Billy had on the nations consciousness it’s a wonder he has not been featured in fiction more often. The novel is Red Sky in the
Morning by Margaret Dickenson, Pan Books ISBN 0-330-42012-7, printed in 2004.
It’s set in Lincolnshire, from 1946 and through the 60’s. Billy is mentioned on several pages, 252, 255, 256 and 257. The character Maisie mentions that Billy is
‘smashing’ and ever so good looking. She has a picture by her bed. Later someone
marshalling the queue says that there might be standing room only. Someone else
in the line shouts back that it doesn’t matter as long as they see Billy!
There is reference to Maisie screaming herself hoarse and to her boyfriend having
to admit that Billy was charismatic. Shades of Ann Avery’s memories here! They
wait for autographs but Billy does not come out. Her boyfriend is sympathetic to
Billy not coming out because ‘He worked so hard on the stage’. It’s likely the author saw Billy at some stage and it really is great that he should be featured in a
work of fiction and in such a positive way.
Some time ago Harry Whitehouse asked the SOF if they would, through him, donate a copy of the Sound of Fury LP for putting in the Carl Perkins display in
Memphis. Hopefully by now Billy will be there somewhere.
I would like to say a big personal thank you to those of you who have taken the
time, sometimes on a regular basis, to enquire of my health. Hopefully the forthcoming minor operation will sort everything out.
Thanks too, to all of you who have renewed your subscriptions, it means a lot to
all of us here at the SOF. Renewing shows your regard for Billy, first and foremost, and your appreciation of the work of this team down the years. It could be
argued to some extent, that the reverse is true, but let’s not go down that road.
Finally, last but certainly not least I would like to thank my present SOF team for
their friendship, dedication, loyalty and sheer hard work, often in trying personal
circumstances in some cases. Thanks guys and gals.
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£14.99 RRP at most outlets. Contact SOF at release time for our cost – which will
be less. Official release date 25 June 2007.
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Marty Wilde The Greatest Hits
(Born to Rock ‘n’ Roll)
Universal 984688
This is Marty’s 50th Anniversary album, issued to tie in with his current anniversary tour. His connection with Billy is well known by all of his fans but
we should never forget how fine an artist he has always been in his own
right. Comparisons with Billy or anyone else are pointless, Marty is a one-off,
and a great one at that. Marty enjoyed six top ten hits between 1958 and 1961,
he deserved many more. Jezebel and Tomorrows Clown (both contenders for
the Top 10 best ‘Britpop’ recordings of all time), should have been No. 1 hits,
and Endless Sleep. Like Bill, Marty ‘wuz robbed’, whilst far lesser mortals hit
that No. 1 spot. He enjoyed 13 Top 50 hits.
Unlike most, and apart from a spell with the Wilde 3, Marty stayed true to
his rock ‘n’ roll roots, although there is little rock ‘n’ roll as such here, in purist terms, e.g. up tempo. What we do have are 25 tracks comprising a mixture
of original classic hits and tracks through the years and culminating in his
live show closer, Born to Rock ‘n’ Roll (and indeed he was!).
The journey takes in the finest versions ever (forget the US originals), of Endless Sleep, Teenager in Love, Sea of Love, Rubber Ball, Danny (better than Elvis!),
It’s Been Nice and Jezebel. It’s Late equals Rick Nelson and perhaps even Dorsey Burnette, Apron Strings gives the two or three originals a good run for
their money and Little Sister is amazing – Marty meets Elvis and T Rex!
Other original tracks such as Dream Lover are good, and indeed this was the
case with most of Marty’s 50s/60s output, now sadly neglected.
Abergaveny is boisterous and ok but I have never liked any versions of All
American Boy and would have included great originals like Come Running,
No, Dance With Me, Lonely Avenue (amazing Ray Charles cover), Blue Moon of
Kentucky, Brand New Love and Everyone. It would have made a nice little 30
tracker – but never mind. Some of the other modern recordings from the 90s
are excellent; I’m Leaving it up to You (with Roxanne Wilde), You’ll Never be so
Wrong (haunting and beautiful ‘contemporary pop’), and a new version on
me, Elton John’s Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word (a cracking duet with the
lovely and talented Kim). A live cut of Jesamine displays both Marty’s immense song writing talent and his still youthful and soulful voice; how does
a guy with a bus pass still get to sound like that: wonderful and an inspiration to singers everywhere. Thank heavens Marty has never (apart from Bye
Bye Birdie) tried the Sinatra/Darin route – rock’n’ roll, 60s pop, country style
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and rock is his forté, and excellent he is at all of these styles. Perhaps he should try
a country rock/country soul album. If only he would cut Narvel Felts great songs
Empty Chair, The Feelings Right and the Danny O’Keefe/Elvis number, Good Time
Charlie Got the Blues plus some of the Derailers tracks and others – it would be a
fine album. This budget release features some nice sepia shots of b/w originals
and reminds us that early Marty was indeed ‘one cool cat’. As I write it has now
cracked the Top 20 album chart – what an achievement.
Marty Wilde is still one of the very best rock ‘n’ rollers in the world, and is still
capable of recording a classic album to rank alongside Orbison’s Mystery Girl, Del
Shannon’s Rock On, Dion’s Yo Frankie and the brace of Johnny River’s albums
from a few years back. Perhaps there is or will be, a deal with Universal. We can
only hope that Marty and a company somewhere realises the potential for that
powerful, unique voice and a classic ‘modern’ album (not too modern though).
Marty is quite simply, as I said elsewhere of Joe Brown, a National Treasure, and
we should value him. Please do attend his shows this year, and for his
music, not just the Billy connection,
nice though it is when he pays tribute.
As Ral Donner and Del Shannon so
aptly said, (in a song Marty should do
– in late period Del Shannon style),
You Don’t Know What You Got (until
you lose it). Let’s hope we have many
more years of Marty before he retires
and we do lose these great shows and
periodic recordings.
Billy and Marty fans Bill and Rose
Chapman from Scotland will be glad
of this release but like me will no
doubt be wishing that a 50th Anniversary Anthology (like the Billy 40th) was being
released. A comprehensive Marty Wilde 50s/60s overview compilation is long
overdue. The man deserves it, and, like Joe, some public formal recognition other
than ‘This is Your Life’. If we can have Sir Elton John etc. then Marty and Joe certainly deserve recognition.
Footnote: Several months ago I tried to get an interview with Marty via a good
musician friend of mine, who is a good friend of Marty’s lead guitarist. I thought
it better than going bull like direct. Nothing came of it regrettably – perhaps one
day. Buy the album and support this legendary artist. (How I wish
Decca/Universal had listened to me years ago about TV advertising Billy’s Anthology and more recently ‘Love Songs’ – with a new cover though!)
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Billy circa 1962/3
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Black Vinyl White Powder
by Chris Eley
This book is a history of the British personal experience of the author, Simon Napier-Bell and covers the period 1956 to the mid to late 60’s. This brief review is
based on the abridged version of 95 pages, issued free with Record Collector for
February.
Of major interest to Billy fans will
be of course the Larry Parnes section with mention of Marty Wilde
and Billy. Apart from a nice positive comment about how Billy
was the first singer that David
Bowie idolised, what I have read
reflects Billy’s alleged penchant
for marijuana. I would take issue
with the comment that Billy was
the only boy to stay with Parnes
for 5 years because that was how
long it took to get his first hit.
More correctly, just under three
years to his first (recognised at
the time) major hit, Halfway to
Paradise.
A journey from the heyday of
rock ‘n’ roll (via a graphic description of the sexual habits of
Little Richard – not for the prudish!), through the Hamburg and
Montreal club scenes, and the UK
Beat scene, this is an interesting
read. Joe Meek and Jack Good,
Brian Mathew etc. are slotted in. For most of us whose only contact with drugs
has been via the chemist, the lifestyle of so many in the music business is a foreign land. Napier-Bell is certainly a flamboyant character and writes in a colourful exhilarating style. Anyone who could write You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me
can’t be all bad! Not highly recommended for the Billy content (unless there is
more of it in the full book), but highly recommended for anyone interested in this
musical period.
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FRANKIE LAINE
by Peter Williams
On Tuesday February 6th at 9:15am, Frankie Laine passed away. I received this
sad news via e-mail from Frankie Laine’s Manager – Jimmy Marino. Frankie
Laine was 93 years of age. My involvement with Frankie has only been over the
past few months, and I feel proud to have communicated with him, his Manager
and his PA, Mary-Jo. They have been so very kind
to me. How this all came about is that I am recording a Western Album –‘Lone Rider – Great TV &
Movie Western Themes’ to be launched at The Festival of the West in Phoenix, Arizona in March
2008.
I have been lucky enough to contact a lot of my favourite TV western heroes like Clint Walker
‘Cheyenne’, Ty Hardin ‘Bronco’, James Garner
‘Maverick’, Peter Brown ‘Lawman’ and the great
Frankie Laine who sang theme tunes to many westerns. These in brief were High Noon, Champion The
Wonder Horse, Rawhide and Blazing Saddles to
name but a few. I decided to try and contact
© Unknown
Frankie Laine to ask him if I could dedicate my
version of the songs of his I would be covering on the album, as I am dedicating
the other western theme tunes to the star of those wonderful shows. I had completed my version of Cheyenne which I enclosed with my letter to him. Bearing in
mind Frankie’s age, I did not expect to get a reply so quickly. In fact, he not only
replied to me by letter telling me how much he liked my version of Cheyenne, but
he sent me a signed 8 x 10 colour photo of himself, all dressed up in western gear.
Both the photo and letter have been framed together, which I will always treasure. I now have many signed photos from the surviving western stars of those
great TV shows. These guys are so very kind, polite and helpful.
I am sure Billy Fury would have been saddened by the news of the death of the
great Frankie Laine, as Billy recorded ‘Jealousy’ and had a great success with
Frankie’s song. It has been dreadful lately, losing so many of our great stars.
© Peter Williams (February 2007) for The Sound Of Fury Magazine.
Contact Peter for his fine CDs at peter.williams19@virgin.net or mobile 07789
991819.
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Chris’s CD Corner
Halfway to Paradise Tony Orlando. The Complete EPIC Masters 1961 1964
ACE CDCHD 1137.
Tony Orlando was quite simply, one of the finest exponents of early 60’s ‘POP’.
Other CDs, import and unofficial have been around but
this is, as far as I know, the
first official UK issue. It’s a
lovely package, 27 numbers in
grand sound, with a really
nice colour booklet. There are
quite correctly, several flattering references to Billy in the
booklet and I unhesitatingly
say that this CD is a must for
any Billy Fury fan.
Listening to Orlando it’s easy
to see where Billy’s 1961–64
vocal mannerisms originated,
or some of them at least. It’s
obvious that Tony was an influence on Billy, and that was no bad thing.
For my money Billy has the edge on Halfway, and I’d Never Find Another You, What
am I Gonna Do (the Neil Sedaka song) could well be a draw and I don’t think anyone could have equalled Orlando on the sublime, Bless You. I would love to have
heard Billy try this number though, and (in 1961) the Shirells Will You Still Love
Me Tomorrow which Orlando handles so well here. I’ve always loved Am I the Guy
and My Baby’s a Stranger and Love on Your Lips has started to grow on me. Some
Kind of Wonderful is a classic, beautiful version, although the Drifters have the
edge.
Dream Lover is delivered in far more punchy and dramatic style than is normal
with Darin, Marty Wilde etc., but it works. Chills and I’ll Be There are far too slow
and draggy, with better versions by Gerry and the Pacemakers and Bobby Darin.
She Loves Me (for what I am) is unfortunately not included here, presumably because it was not an EPIC Master.
This highly talented guy started out around 14 years of age as a Doo Wop artist,
provided all of these great performances and then hit big again in the 1970’s.
Treat yourself, and listen to some of Billy’s roots; especially three of the tracks
here. Considering what a great distinctive voice Tony Orlando had, it says a lot
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for Billy that he could equal and indeed, eclipse it. What a great sound Goffin and
King came up with.
Dean Martin on Reprise Dean Martin
Hits Again/Houston Collectors Music
CCM-255-2
There is a Billy connection with this 2-1
CD release, namely Wedding Bells (a really nice version) and I Will (also nice). I
wonder if Elvis did I’ll Hold You in my
Heart (from From Elvis in Memphis),
because he heard Dino’s version on this
1965 album. The beautiful In the Chapel
in the Moonlight is followed by Send Me
Some Lovin’, also a nice version. CD2
features Houston and, a lovely version of
I Will (Billy has the edge), and several
pleasant but not especially memorable
numbers.
Child of the Fifties Pat James PJCOF1 Order via 01603 440437
The Billy connection here is that Pat James is a Billy tribute artist, a great Billy fan,
and a lover of the music of our time. Having said that much of this album is devoted to songs from the 70’s/80’s as
well as the 60’s, and it is really a
country album. Pat has a very pleasant voice, put to good effect on a
nice cut of El Paso (Marty Robbins),
and Streets of Laredo. Also You’re My
Best Friend (Don Williams), and a
fine stab at the Most Beautiful Girl in
the World (Charlie Rich). A total of 20
tracks in all.
The track Child of the Fifties/Pictures
will have more resonance with
Americans of our generation but is
enjoyable. 18 Yellow Roses (Darin
and Adam Faith) is well handled,
(always a favourite of mine for the daughter I never had), as is a tribute to Jim
Reeves, I Won’t Forget You. There is unashamed sentimentality in Love You Every
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Second – and yet it’s sincere, with this romantic thread running through the album. Loving You is not the Billy/Elvis number but a country style number I’ve
never heard before, but enjoyable nevertheless, one of the best tracks on the album.
Line dancers will love All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down, shades of the Mavericks
here. Contemporary country, Everybody Falls in Love (Raymond Froggett) rounds
off a highly listenable and thoroughly enjoyable album – very professionally done
by a really nice and socially aware guy. Pat is going from strength to strength and
we can only hope he will attempt an album of 60’s ‘Pop’ classics/tracks at some
stage.
A bonus track on a single, a little Elvis/Billy-ish is I’ll Be There. Not the Darin/Elvis
number, this is very enjoyable. Reminiscent in a way of Billy on Nobody’s Child.
Don’t know if this is also available – but I hope so. Contact Pat on 01603 440437
for details and bookings.
The Best of Johnny Nash
Columbia COL 4688592
Apart from No Woman, No
Cry, an atmospheric classic,
reggae has held no interest
for me and I always thought
that Johnny Nash was the
first artist to put early 60’s
‘Pop’ classics into this musical form. Some time ago I
discovered differently when
apparently 60’s versions of
60’s Pop standards and Doo
Wop came my way. Anyway, Nash has a lovely
voice and does Halfway to
Paradise real justice. This
budget reissue has a different track to the standard CD/LP original release, Loving
You. Unfortunately it’s not the Elvis/Billy number, but a pleasant song nevertheless. Dream Lover and Cupid are excellent and suit this ‘soft’ reggae sound, and
Wonderful World and All I Have to Dream work really well too. I Can See Clearly
Now and Hold Me Tight are the numbers most people will remember. A lovely album and well worth the fiver for Halfway alone, let alone the above lovely numbers and several not mentioned.
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Billy circa mid-60s
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60’s BRITPOP

DVD Review
DELTA DVD DVD Video 94-6222006
by Chris Eley

61 mins, colour and black and white, all regions, 23 tracks plus introduction and
instrumental end track. SOF will have some copies available at venues.
For Billy fans the two Ready Steady Go tracks, Nothin’ Shakin’ (But the Leaves on
the Trees), mistitled Ain’t Nothin’ Shakin’ and I Will make this worth having. Other
highlights include a great colour clip of Blue Suede Tie by the Tremeloes which really rocks, Midnight Special by the Spencer Davis Group and two tracks by the
Searchers, What Have They Done to the Rain and This Feeling Inside. Come Tomorrow
by Manfred Mann is great but
Now by Dave Berry features him
hidden behind undergrowth for
the whole number – what a waste
of this highly visual act. Baby Let
Me Take You Home by the Animals
is great. Other artists included are
Lulu, Cilla Black, Dave Dee, Dozy,
Beaky, Mick and Tich, Billy J
Kramer (Little Children) Gerry and
the Pacemakers (Ferry Across the
Mersey is a great number). Alan
Price, Herman’s Hermits and the
Four Pennies.
There is no booklet, no picture of
Billy and the artists names and
song titles lessen the aesthetic
quality, they appear at the foot of
the clip at the beginning, for about
10 seconds. There is no need to do
this, unless it’s to prevent clear
copyright of the clips. There is no sign of credits and I wonder if the BBC (Alan
Price on TOTP) or the Dave Clark Organisation (Ready Steady Go) are aware of
this European release!!
If you cannot find copies locally telephone The Woods CD and Compact Disc
Shop 01243 827712. Prices range from £4.99 to around £8.00 depending upon the
number held by stockists, and their pricing regime.
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The Billy Fury Story
10th Anniversary
by Cecilia Darvell
Celebrating their 10th Anniversary alongside the SOF are Colin Gold and Fury’s
Tornados aka – The Billy Fury Story. Fury’s Tornados Billy’s original backing
band in the 70’s (Chris Raynor, John Chambers and John Raynor) were thinking
of putting together a tribute show but were stuck as to who they could get to play
Billy. Then they saw Colin on Stars in their Eyes singing Halfway to Paradise and
their search was over. The band’s very first show was on 14th February 1997 at
The Beck Theatre, Hayes, a theatre that holds a lot of memories for Billy Fury
fans.
The show was a hit from the word go, having a narration that gives an outline of
Billy’s life and includes most of his hits and some ‘B’ sides as well. After a few
years the band were joined by Charlie Elston, Billy’s musical director from that
time and a former member of the band.
Having been big fans of the group from the start we have seen the show many,
many times and they still keep going from strength to strength. We have seen
them twice recently in Grimsby and Northampton and both times the audience
went wild. Especially well appreciated was Charlie’s piano solo. The SOF would
like to extend our congratulations to the boys for ten successful years and good
luck with your 10th Anniversary Tour – for dates see Gig Guide on p. 37.

©The Billy Fury Story website
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Relocation of the Billy Fury Statue
Appended opposite, as a piece of history, is the Press Release from the National
Museum of Liverpool for the move of Billy’s statue. Spot the deliberate mistake –
why don’t folk consult with us. Billy was 42 of course, not 43. Anyway, we are
grateful that Billy has a new temporary home which is accessible to the fans, but
we have real worries about vandalism. We have been assured that no statues
have been damaged of late but of course we worry and I personally would have
been happier if Billy could have been either in the foyer of BBC Merseyside (the
hoped for plan before Christmas) or still under wraps until the new museum is
finished. However, the museum owns the statue, and have paid another considerable sum to get a plinth and to move Billy and we know most fans will be happier with him out there near the Mersey. There has been disquiet from some fans
and others ever since he was put into the museum courtyard, but everyone one
of us really involved in the making it happen stakes in 2003 knew just how lucky
we were to be able to meet the deadline at all, and to find any half decent location in Liverpool. There has been a lot more to it than folk know and anyone not
happy about its location, past or present, should be thankful and just look forward to the splendour that will come when it is housed in its final resting place,
in pride of place in the new museum in a few short years.
Chris Eley
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News

2 March 2007

BILLY FURY ON THE MOVE
Statue finds new home on the Albert Dock
The statue of greatly loved rock legend Billy Fury is to be moved to a prominent
location outside the Piermaster’s House on the Albert Dock. The move follows
the closure of the Museum of Liverpool Life to make way for the new Museum
of Liverpool, due to open in 2010.
Photo opportunity: Photographers are invited to see Billy Fury in his new
home in front of the Piermaster’s House, Albert Dock at 1330 hours on Friday
2 March 2007.
Donated to National Museums Liverpool by The Sound of Fury Fan Club, the
statue by Tom Murphy shows the Liverpool-born singer at the height of his fame
in the 1960s and has become a place of pilgrimage for fans from all over the
world.
A hugely popular performer, Fury’s total record sales were on a par with acts
such as Elvis, The Beatles and Cliff Richard. Between 1959 and 1983 he scored 29
hit singles such as Half Way to Paradise, I Will, Last Night Was Made for Love,
In Thoughts of You and Jealousy. Billy’s self-penned album The Sound of Fury is
now considered one of the great classic pop LPs.
He was an icon among many fledgling Merseybeat groups and Beatle John Lennon was once photographed asking Billy for his autograph.
Jen McCarthy, Head of Social History at National Museums Liverpool, says:
‘This is a fantastic new location for this popular statue and we are delighted to
be able to find a suitable home for this local legend as part of our Museum of Liverpool on the Road programme’.
Billy Fury was born Ronald Wycherley in Garston, Liverpool on 17 April 1940.
He first found fame in the early 1960s and is remembered as one of the most famous stars in the history of British rock and roll.
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After leaving school aged 15 he worked in an engineering factory and later as a
deck hand on the Mersey tug boats. Music however was always his life. He
taught himself to play the guitar and write songs from an early age.
After being signed by local music agent Larry Parnes at the age of 18, he made
his first public debut as ‘Billy Fury’ to an audience of screaming girls.
After suffering a range of health problems, career decline and subsequent revival,
Billy suffered a fatal heart attack in 1983 and died at the age of only 43.Also on
the move is The Legacy Sculpture by Mark DeGraffenried.
The statue, which depicts a young family commemorates migration from Liverpool to the new world, was given to the People of Liverpool by the Mormon
Church as a tribute to the many families from all over Europe who embarked on a
brave and pioneering voyage from Liverpool to start a new life in America.
Notes for Editors
The Museum of Liverpool will be one of the world’s leading city history museums reflecting Liverpool’s global significance through its unique geography, history and culture. Building on the incredible success of the Museum of Liverpool
Life, the new museum will draw on National Museums Liverpool’s vast wealth of
collections, many of which have never been on public display. As a vital part of
the legacy of 2008, when Liverpool becomes European Capital of Culture, it will
express Liverpool's confidence as a great 21st century European city.
Information 0151 478 4499
Website museumofliverpool.org.uk

Contact Laura Johnson
assistant press officer
e laura.johnson@liverpoolmuseums.org.uk

National Museums
Liverpool

t 0151 478 4615 f 0151 478 4777
National Museums Liverpool,
127 Dale Street, Liverpool L2 2JH
w liverpoolmuseums.org.uk
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
April
13 Rob Dee – Solo Billy Tribute
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
22 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
26 Billy meets Elvis – Johnny Red & The Rebel

King Stanley Village Hall
Stroud
New Theatre, Hull
01482 226655
Marina Theatre, Lowestoft
01502 533200
Wellingborough Ex Servicemens
Club 07887 851427

May
4 Billy meets Elvis – Johnny Red & The Rebel
5
5
5
6
10
11
11
20
26

Irthlingborough Band Club
07887 851427
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Theatre Royal, St Helens
01744 756000
KRYS – Tribute to Billy
The Saddlers, Walsall Football
Club 01785 228292
Billy meets Elvis and Shaky – Johnny Red & Roade Ex Servicemen’s
The Rebel
Club 07887 851427
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Futurist Theatre,
Scarborough, 01723 374500
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Playhouse, Weston
Super Mare 01934 645 544
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Forest Theatre, Coleford,
Gloucs. 01594 833416
Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Derby Ward Labour Club,
Bolton 0161 962 9273
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Winding Wheel,
Chesterfield 01246 345334
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Majestic Theatre,
Retford, Notts 01777 706866

June
1 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
2

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
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Central Theatre, Chatham
01634 338338
The Plaza Theatre
Stockport 0161 477 7779

7
8
10
14
15
16
27
30

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

The Camberley Theatre
Camberley 01276 707600
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Alexandra Theatre
Birmingham 0870 607 7533
Rob Dee – Solo Billy Tribute part of Whitby Whitby Pavilion, N. Yorks
60’s Festival Weekend
01947 604855
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Beck Theatre, Hayes
0208 561 8371
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
The Grove Theatre,
Dunstable
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
The Lights, Andover
01264 368368
Rob Dee – Solo Billy Tribute
Seacroft Holiday Centre
Hemsby
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
Bodelwyddan Castle,
Part of Warners Weekend Break
N Wales 0870 6016012

Billy circa 1959
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BILLY FURY ROCK ‘n’ ROLL WEEKEND
FORT PERCH ROCK
NEW BRIGHTON, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE
*********************************************************************************************
SATURDAY 14th APRIL 2007
1pm to 4pm - Admission £5
‘The Early Life of Billy Fury’
Ray O’Brien- Author and Guest Speaker Billy Hatton – The Fourmost,
will take you on a photographic talk through Billy’s life from school days to
1962
INTRODUCING
The Mersey Skiffle Band
*********************************************************************************************
SATURDAY EVENING 14th APRIL 2007
8pm Till Late – Admission £5
TONY CAIN
From the hit stage show – ‘Like I’ve never been gone’
MARY JEAN LEWIS
Solo artist – niece of Jerry Lee (Great Balls of Fire) Lewis
THE BLACK KNIGHTS
Merseyside’s top 60s band
*********************************************************************************************
SUNDAY 15th APRIL 2007
12noon start - Admission £5
Talk plus Question and Answer session with the Wonderful
MAGGIE STREDDER
The Vernon Girls / Ladybirds
ALLAN WILLIAMS
Wyvern Social Club
DAVE CHEVRON
As BILLY FURY
Plus the FABULOUS
CLIFF ROBERTS and THE ROCKERS
CAFÉ/ BAR – Memorabilia stalls- Films plus much more
WE SUGGEST A STATUE VISIT AT 10 am
For further details call 07976282120
e-mail d.darroch@ntlworld.com
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Billy circa 1964
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Relocation of the Billy Fury Statue
Photographs courtesy of the National Museums of Liverpool
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